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Shaped by Nature
Mor Krisher, Head of Design, shares how the natural world
influences the creative story behind every Caesarstone design
and the creation of the new Pebbles Collection.
With every new product, our design process
begins with the same consideration, an
exploration of the world outside our window.
Whether it is the motion and beauty of a sandy
coastline, the stillness and calm of the desert
landscape, or the urban textures and patinas
seen in our towns and cities, it is crucial for us to
experience and observe the world around us.
For our most recent designs, a return to nature
was crucial. Homeowners yearn for a reminder
of the natural world, abandoning the sterility
and coldness of prior years for a continuous link
between interior and exterior spaces, reflected in
the choice of earthy patterns, textures and tones
becoming more popular. Recent events have
helped us to comprehend where we stand in
relation to nature and we all desire a closer link
with the natural world.
As we turned to the humble pebble, we
recognise that within each stone there is a
history of both the power and subtlety of the
elements, a record of these transformative
processes that can be felt in the palm of your
hand. Each stone is shaped by the ceaseless
motion of water and wind, earth and sun.

Under the impact of these great forces, the
pebble becomes soft and smooth to the human
touch, yet under careful observation, this
modest stone reveals subtle veins or capillaries
and gentle tonal shifts, hinting at the intricacies
found in nature. The soft sediments trace the
flow of time and impact of these elements.
The contrast and balance between simplicity
and complexity in the pebble captivated us,
forming the inspiration behind our new Pebbles
Collection. As we picked pebbles from the
riverbank, we noticed the individuality of each
of these countless stones.The tactility, form and
tones may differ, but each evoke the sensation
of a natural journey.
We sought to create a suite of designs notable
for its calm, soothing, and seemingly simplicity,
with a colour palette that ranges from a light,
almost white surface with an on-trend look and
complimenting finishes, through various shades
of grey, including a cool grey and a warmer
concrete-like grey, with transparency and depth,
to an especially dark grey, which has also been
given a contemporary twist.

“We don’t want to put nature in a box; nature is a part of us, and we are
a part of nature, we interact with it and can be inspired by it and use its
traits through our design innovations and groundbreaking developments.”
Mor Krisher
Chief Designer
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The complex process formation of pebbles,
and the changes they undergo over time,
are echoed in our growth process and the
development of our sustainable surfaces, as
well as the technologies we have pioneered
that now enable us to create this unique
collection. Central to the appeal of every
Caesarstone product is the careful intervention
of human craftmanship and a keen
consideration of design applied to these creative
references. This is our signature touch which
offers the necessary refinement of each product,
until we have the perfect worktop for the heart
of your home.
As a result, these sustainable surfaces may
seem smooth and uniform from afar, but a
closer examination will reveal surprising
nuances that bring about a constantly shifting
look, resembling the range of shades found
on coastlines or riverbanks. Each design in the
Pebbles Collection brings together two shades
that subtly differ while also blending
harmoniously, accented by delicate capillaries.
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These refined colour variations create a distinct
aesthetic, opening the door to a playful
interaction between the surface’s calm, relaxed
appearance and the other adjacent colours
and shades contributed by complementary
accessories, kitchen cabinets, or walls.
We also turned to nature for the conception
of two new additions to our Supernatural
Collection. Layalite evokes a blanket of snow
slowly melting away to reveal the complexities
of underlying metamorphic rock, whilst Darcrest
is an exploration of the dispersal of minerals
over eons during the formations of mountains
and ridges. Each brings a striking yet organic
appeal into the home and connects us to the
nuance and supremacy of nature.
Our admiration for nature and the inspiration
it offers is matched by the reverence we have
for the natural world. By crafting sustainable
surfaces that are shaped by nature we reduce
our impact on the world’s resources yet offer
designs that truly bring the outside world into
the home.
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Introducing
the Pebbles
Collection
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Inspired by nature, the newest additions
to Caesarstone’s Price Group 2
A pebble is a symbol of constant creation.
Shaped by the ceaseless force of the wind and
flow of water, caressed by the passing of time
over vast distances, every pebble is one of
a kind. It is a handful of nature that you can
hold, making the greatness of the world more
tangible and closer to you.

Our new Pebbles Collection embodies the
bigger essence of these small stones, capturing
the memory of movement of earth. Crafted into
five organic designs that celebrate never-ending
transformation while nurturing comfort and
calm, our sustainable surfaces now feature a
dynamic palette of warm, grey monochromes.

Slowly smoothened over time in rivers and
oceans, the humble pebble is special and
distinct. Each one embodies many sensations
and meanings, from shaping ancient tools to
creating the spiritual serenity of a rock garden.
Soft to the touch yet hard like stone, they recall
childhood memories and make us feel grounded
when held in the palm of our hands.

Competitively positioned as part of
Caesarstone’s Price Group 2, the Pebbles
Collection offers natural inspired veined surfaces
for the heart of the home. Ideally priced for
budget conscious homeowners, the Collection
offers all of the benefits of the Caesarstone
brand in a trend leading aesthetic.
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Raindream

1002
Wyndigo

1006
Agger Grey

1004
Stoneburst

1001
Riverlet
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1001 Riverlet
A gentle off-white touched by honied-amber capillaries that flow
softly across the surface.
Reminiscent of beach pebbles found on the shore, Riverlet is a new design for the relaxed
kitchen. Its colour is a gentle off-white with discrete brown capillaries finely dispersed
through the background. The Honed Finish is contemporary, and its lighter, creamy tones
helps to retain light in the kitchen.
Riverlet blends with light palettes and airy colours as well as pale oak and glazed tiles. When
added, accent hues such as muted pastels will make the room feel fresh. Cabinetry works
well in soft whites and light greys but can alternatively include walnut. White hardware or
brushed metals complete a serene look, defining a warmer kind of minimalism.
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1002 Wyndigo
Warm earthy gradients wash over a soft greige surface veined
with foamy-greys, capturing a pebble’s two-toned mottled patina.
Wyndigo features warm earth gradients, capturing the two-tone mottled patina of pebbles
that have been exposed to wind and water at various stages. These salty impurities
materialise as foam grey capillaries across its greige base with a Honed Finish, evoking
the authentic presence of stone.
Such visual tactility complements other elegant materials, from warm neutral monochromes
and taupe wallpapers to walnut cabinetry, brushed brass, slate tiles and concrete floors.
Rustic textiles for linens and upholstery fit into this textural interior. Co-ordinating with
burnished brushed brass can also set the scene for a slightly more industrial edge.
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1004 Stoneburst
Two shades of sage grey with soft mineral undertones and
subtle grey veining.
Stoneburst is composed of two shades of sage grey, with soft mineral undertones. This
calming complexion features a Honed Finish and provides visual texture, enriched by fine
grey capillaries that create the gentle mottled effect of stone.
Stoneburst is a versatile neutral, blending with beige and taupe, white tiles and blonde
woods, brushed steel and brass. Its greenish notes also make it the perfect companion to
light pistachio kitchens. When layered with other lights, the monochromatic palette
creates a soothing ambience and a relaxed appeal. Matte porcelain objects and everyday
appliances help complete a serene interior.
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1006 Agger Grey
A rich two-toned base of warm smokey greys, with delicate clay
undertones and white veins that create a two-toned surface.
Agger Grey has a warm grey smoky base with clay undertones, making it a welcome
contemporary choice. With fine honey-grey veins faintly dissolving into a richly two-tone
layered base, adding a perception of organic depth to the surface. The Polished Finish
adds to the easy maintenance and reflects the smoothness of pebbles in the hand.
Agger Grey is versatile enough to suit urban kitchens or renovated country houses, with
glazed green tiling and olive painted cabinets. In the city it looks modern, matching classic
grey wainscoting or on-trend dark materials. Blackhardware provides a stark accent while
brushed metal and walnut add sophistication.
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1003 Raindream
Two layers of slate-greys are accentuated by soft dark grey
strokes contoured in neutral highlights.
Raindream is a slate grey created from two close monotones. Its Polished Finish captures
the smooth surface of wet river stones, amplifying the colour. Dark grey capillary streaks
finely outline its lighter tones, adding extra depth.
Reflecting the trend towards dark kitchen interiors, this colour works with concrete or
slate flooring, black or grey cabinetry. Hardware is quite versatile, using either burnished
brass, brushed gold, stainless steel or matte black. The introduction of woodgrain,
especially in darker tones, reconnects the pebble surface with its natural origins. These
complementary shades include grey ash and walnut.
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The
Supernatural
Collection
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The Supernatural Collection marks an aesthetic
milestone for contemporary surfaces, combining
the spirit of nature with the high performance of
Caesarstone quartz.
The collection expresses the complexity,
emotion and uniqueness of natural stone while
delivering superior quality and durability. Taking
inspiration from diverse geographies, cultures,
architecture and interior trends, Caesarstone’s
design team capture the timelessness of marble,
granite and travertine and interpret them for
modern luxury lifestyles.

Our latest two additions, 5820 Darcrest and
5121 Layalite, join this unrivalled suite of refined
designs in offering diverse aesthetics that are,
nonetheless, shaped by nature.

5121
Layalite

5820
Darcrest
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5121 Layalite
The purest white of fresh snow melting away in broad streaks
spread out wide, softly exposing the rough greys and ochres of
underlying metamorphic rock, creating an emotive effect in a
Honed finish.

With a fresh white foundation contrasted by topographic texture, Layalite offers a clean
look that takes materials to new heights. Inspired by the exciting juxtaposition of soft
snowfall and the roughness of metamorphic rock, this original surface brings the beauty
of a winter landscape indoors.
Its intense white base helps elevate the kitchen into a fresh and sophisticated space. The
oversized vein structure is spaced out, revealing mottled grey and ochre markings like the
faint outlines of mountain peaks uncovered by melted snow.
Layalite’s Honed Finish makes it smooth to the touch. Silent and serene although tactile
and emotional, this uplifting counter adds highlights to the kitchen. It complements grey
concrete, glazed white tiles and subdued neutral paints. Brushed gold hardware and
walnut cabinets dress it up while matte steel and oak feel more casual. Alternatively, black
adds a starker accent. Styled nearby, pile rugs and wool upholstery continue the textural
off-white aesthetic.
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5820 Darcrest
A mysteriously dark earthy base, enriched by tiny spots and
sediments with a veil of organic ochres and brownish greens
like erosion on a rocky hillside, enhanced by the Honed finish.

The orogenic process of mountain making takes place over many millennia, from gradual
tectonic shifts to dramatic volcanic eruptions. Weathering gives shape to archetypical
ranges while mineral deposits are carried by rains, streams and melting snow. This
phenomenon is captured in Darcrest, a new model that embodies the beautiful contrasts
of minerals from different geological eras.
A dark earthy base is enriched with tiny spots and sediments like those that have slowly
accumulated on rocky topography. In Darcrest, that gentle erosion is revealed through a
translucent veil of freckled ochres and brownish greens, achieving visual interest and
stimulating depth. This layered design gives body to the dark kitchen trend; a mysterious
organic presence enhanced by its Honed Finish.
Complementary materials therefore need to be tactile, such as oxidised metals, patinaed
concrete, stained woodgrain and coarse textiles. Brushed hardware includes copper
or burnished brass. A textural palette of brown, grey, black and rust can capture the
essence of wabi-sabi,accented by black lacquer to add a touch of shine.
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Some variation in colour and pattern can occur.
We always recommend viewing a full slab or product
installation as part of your colour selection process.

Sustainability
Caesarstone is committed to developing environmentally
friendly and sustainable products through continued
innovation of our products and greener production
processes. We are focused on creating a value chain that
is built on environmental, health and safety practices, as
well as a greener and safer future for all of our employees,
customers, partners and communities.

Health and safety
The brand’s goal is to achieve a world-class health
and safety system and just as Caesarstone ensures
the safety and quality of its products in homes, offices
and commercial developments, the company is taking
measures to protect its fabrication partners who form
a key part of the supply chain.

We do this through four main pillars:

Social responsibility
Caesarstone is committed to creating a positive impact
across the value chain for its employees, suppliers,
customers, and the communities in which it works.
Caesarstone has pledged to support the communities in
which its team work and live. This includes involvement
with initiatives that improve educational, health and social
issues for the communities who live near its facilities.
All employees are encouraged to enrich themselves within
their local communities, and via social and community
investment Caesarstone is improving the wellbeing of
the people both in and around its facilities.

Sustainable products
Caesarstone is developing environmentally friendly products
with superior quality, strength and durability, thus adding
to the long-lasting nature of its surfaces.
Environmentally responsible production
Caesarstone is committed to conducting its business
in compliance with all applicable environmental laws,
regulations and permits in a manner that has the highest
regard for sustaining the environment in which it operates.
Caesarstone have committed to reducing its carbon
footprint, styrene emissions, water use and wastage,
as well as increasing the use of renewable energy.

Virtually maintenance free, Caesarstone’s hard, non-porous
surfaces are simple to clean and require no sealing to
renew their lustre. In most cases, soap and water or a mild
detergent is enough to keep your Caesarstone surfaces
looking like new. If necessary, you can use a non-abrasive
soft soap along with a non-scratch or delicate scrub pad.
Afterwards, thoroughly rinse with clean water to remove
residue. Please note that Caesarstone finishes other than
polished may require increased daily maintenance due to
their distinctive appearance.

For added peace of mind, Caesarstone products
come with a 25-Year limited Residential Warranty.
Quality and service
Caesarstone has received worldwide recognition for its
commitment to quality, safety and environmental standards.
Each one of our surfaces is carefully inspected to ensure that
it meets the highest level of international quality standards.
Our surfaces come with a 25-year UK warranty on domestic
installations and are backed by professional customer service
and support.

Request samples by visiting
www.caesarstone.co.uk
UK Head Office, distribution
centre and Studio
Unit 3, Navigation Park
Morson Road, Enfield
London, EN3 4NQ
Manchester distribution
centre and Studio

“At Caesarstone, we are privileged to be part of everyday
life in millions of homes worldwide; that is why we are
committed to sustainability through continued innovation
of our products and greener production processes, while
remaining focused on a value chain built on environmental,
health and safety practices. Our aim is to inspire a journey
of partnership, creativity and to celebrate Life in Stone.”
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Unit 38, Wheel Forge Way
Ashburton Point, Trafford Park
Manchester, M17 1EH
For all other enquiries
please call us on
0208 216 6100
Yuval Dagim
Chief Executive Officer

Visit www.caesarstone.co.uk
to see the entire collection
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